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Over the last few years, the researchers and practitioners have acknowledged the potential benefits attained from collaborative writing activity which was based on the well-known theories of social constructivist and output hypothesis. Grounding from these theories, this study examined the collaborative writing combined with writing process approach to find out the effect of the task on students' ability in writing an explanation essay and students perception about the task. Two intact classes involving 30 students in each class participated in this study. One class as the experimental group completed the writing task using process writing in pairs while the other class completed the task individually. The students in experimental group were given a questionnaire right after the treatment to pool their views on the task. Post-test by administering the writing test was conducted to see the effect of the treatment. Data analysis revealed that students employing collaborative writing using process writing had better writing ability than students working individually. It was also found that most students felt that they gained many benefits from doing collaborative writing. These findings suggested that collaborative writing combined with process writing can be implemented in EFL writing pedagogy to improve students' writing ability.
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INTRODUCTION

Communicative language teaching has viewed that collaborative learning between or among students is a substantial activity to provide students with an opportunity to use the language they have learned in meaningful context. So, collaborative learning increases the opportunities students have to use the target language, solve the language problems together, thereby develop their skills in target language. Collaborative learning has theoretical and pedagogical supports which have claimed the importance of interaction to promote language learning. From theoretical perspective, the use of collaborative learning is supported by two major theories of language learning: the social constructivist view of learning which was built on the work of Vygotsky (1980), and the output hypothesis theory from Swain (1995). On the pedagogical side, several previous studies have emphasized the multiple benefits of collaborative learning in language learning Baleghizadeh (2009); Chen and Hird (2006); Dobao (2012); Fung (2010); Neumann and McDonough (2015); Storch (2005); Storch and Aldosari (2013); Wigglesworth and Storch (2009).

According to social constructivist theory proposed by well-known psychologist Vygotsky (1980), learning happens in a socially situated activity. It means that social interaction between
students during language learning will influence students’ cognitive development. In addition, novice students’ cognitive development is developed in social interaction with more able students. The more able students (expert) provide the novice students with the appropriate help by stretching the novice students their current level toward their potential level of development Shehadeh (2011). The kind of assistance is commonly referred to scaffolding. The scaffolding can be in the form of giving valuable input, correcting mistakes, and giving feedback. Therefore, from the social constructivist perspective, students should be encouraged to participate in activities which foster interaction and co-construction of knowledge such as collaborative activity.

Furthermore, working together with other students to solve language problems in collaborative learning is also supported by the output hypothesis theory from Swain (1995). This theory has highlighted the importance of language production in which students need to be pushed to produce the language both spoken and written. According to Swain, it is not enough to expose students with valuable input to develop their language skill; however, they need to produce the language that they have already learned in real communication both spoken and written language. It is asserted that the production of the language triggers students to notice “the gap” in their knowledge, that is, the gaps between what they want to say and what they are able to say. These gaps will foster students to re-examine their linguistic knowledge they have and consider the input from their friends more closely which consequently leads to language learning. This process is assumed to be substantial element in second/foreign language development. Hence, by collaboration with others, students are able to get valuable language input and have opportunities to experiment through language production and to obtain feedback from their friends, so all those language activities will facilitate second/foreign language development.

On the pedagogical side, both literature and empirical studies have shown quite convincingly the learning gains obtained through collaborative learning. Collaborative learning, according to Johnson and Johnson (1987), has four defining characteristics: (a) positive interdependence, in which all group members participate to achieve the group goal; (b) individual accountability, in which each member of the group is held responsible for his or her own learning, which naturally contributes to group learning; (c) cooperation, in which students are expected to discuss, solve problems, and collaborate together; and (d) evaluation, in which members of the group review, evaluate, and reflect upon their work together to make the necessary changes. Harmer (2007) highlights the benefits of group interaction in promoting (1) language use opportunities, (2) positive interdependence and (3) individual accountability.

Collaborative learning can be applied to improve students’ writing skill. Collaborative writing is a type of communicative tasks characterized by Swain and Lapkin (2001) as a task involving learners to comprehend, manipulate, produce, and interact in the target language they use. Not only that, it requires students to work together with their partner to produce language. According to Dobao (2012) collaborative writing is a task which involves two students or more who work together to produce a joint written text. Based on the previous definitions, the final requirement of the task is the joint written product in which students share the ownership of the text. However, producing shared text is one of activities in collaborative writing. Saunders (1989) proposed other activities in collaborative writing. These activities are different from one another on two factors, namely the tasks assigned and the interactive structures. The collaborative writing activities are co-writer, co-publisher, co-responders, co-editor, and writer-helper.

In light of the above theoretical arguments, a substantial amount of research has been empirically examined the effect of collaborative writing on L2 performance and learning. A study comparing the pair and individual work performing the edited task was conducted by Storch (2007). The study involved four intact classes which were assigned to correct the text to make the text have better accuracy. Students in one class was assigned to work in pair, whereas another class required the students to perform the task individually. The other two classes had opportunity to complete the task either in pair or individually. The analysis of edited text produced by the student working both in pairs and individually showed that the text edited by pair was not significantly different from the one edited by student working individually. However, the analysis of students talk during the interaction reported different result in which the pairs were able to resolve language problem interactively. It means that students had the opportunity to engage in using and reflecting the language which facilitated the language learning.

Another exploration of the role of collaborative writing on language learning was investigated by Wigglesworth and Storch (2009) and Storch (2005). The study compared the performance in writing argumentative text which completed by students working in pairs and individually. The students working in pairs had responsibility to complete the task together and produced one joint written text. The text produced by pairs and individuals were compared to see the effect of the collaborative writing on the fluency, complexity, and accuracy. The results of the study showed that students working in pairs did not produce a longer text compared to working individually. In term of complexity, there was no significantly different between the texts produced by students working in pairs and individual meaning that working collaboratively was not likely to give impact on grammatical complexity. However, the positive result on the accuracy of the text could be found when students working in pairs in which the students were able to produce the more accurate text.

A different study to examine the effect of collaborative writing was carried out by Shehadeh (2011). This study lasted for 16 weeks by assigning student to work collaboratively particularly in pairs and individually in writing several paragraphs. The post test was administered to compare the quality of the text produced which was determined by five elements of good
writing namely content, organization, grammar, vocabulary, mechanics. The analysis of written text revealed that collaborative writing influence significantly the overall students writing ability. However, the areas of grammar and mechanics were not affected by collaborative writing as the texts produced by pairs was not significantly different from the texts produced individually.

The majority of previous studies investigating the role of collaborative learning on students writing ability focused on examining the text produced by students during completing the task as the measure of the effectiveness of collaborative writing, study by Shehadeh (2011) being an exception. In fact, the writing instruction is aimed to prepare students to produce the English text done individually. Therefore, further investigation involving pre-test and post-test was needed to be conducted to see the effect of collaborative writing after the treatment.

In process approach, writing is seen as recursive activity and do not occur in linear sequence and it requires cognitive process emphasizing on the importance of a recursive procedure of pre-writing, drafting, evaluating, and revising Hyland (2019). The writing activity starts with pre-writing in which students generate idea related to the topic and organize those ideas into correct structure as the text requires. The following activities were proceeded by asking students to have multiple drafts of written work as students revise and edit the draft to produce the final product. Discussion and feedback from teachers or other students will help students to revise the drafts. Since students get valuable input from others during completing multiple process, process approach is characterized as learner-centered approach Rusinovci (2015). As the consequences, the long processes done by students will develop students’ metacognitive awareness, that is the ability to employ a certain strategy to write a piece of written text Hyland (2019).

Concerning process approach implemented in collaborative writing, several previous studies have attempted to investigate the effect on the improvement of students writing ability. A study involving 74 first year preschool teaching students revealed that the writing success was affected by assigning the participant of the study to write the essay through the steps in the writing process Bayat (2014). Another study investigating the effect of scaffolding on EFL students’ writing ability through the writing process found that the students writing ability has improved significantly and positively due to giving the scaffolding through process writing treatment and students felt that they could express the idea confidently on their writings Faraj (2015). This positive effect of process writing on students writing performance was also confirmed by other studies (Kolade; 2012); Alodwan and Ibnian (2014); Alodwan and Ibnian (2014); Pour-Mohammadi et al. (2012).

Although a substantial amount of research has provided insight regarding how the process writing approach affect student writing performance, a little attention has been given to process writing performed collaboratively. The previous research only focused on assigning students to write through the steps of writing process done individually. However, the question arose whether the combined two writing activities led significantly to the improvement of students writing ability. Therefore, the purpose of the current study was to compare the impact of the collaborative and individual task using process writing approach. In addition, it also tried to investigate students’ perception regarding their preference on collaborative learning using process writing.

**METHODS**

The present study was conducted to examine how students engaged in collaborative writing task particularly done in pairs through process writing affect Indonesia EFL students’ ability in writing the explanation essay. Referring to the objectives of the present study, experimental research was employed since it enabled the researcher to estimate the effect of experimental treatment. To be more specific, this study used a quasi-experimental since it was impossible to randomly assign subjects to either experimental and control group due to the university system. In such a case, it was necessary to use subjects of study who were already organized into classes (intact class). 60 students in the fourth semester from Mathematic Department in one of public universities in Malang, East Java Indonesia participated in this study. The students were divided into 2 classes consisting of 30 students in each class. Students from class A were assigned to do collaborative writing in pairs, and those from class B were given a writing task done individually.

To see the effect of collaborative writing 10 meetings, including pre-test and post-test, were carried out by both experimental and control group. Prior to the treatment, the students in two classes were given a pre-test to make sure that there was no significant difference between the experimental and control groups with regard to students’ writing ability. The students in each class had to write an explanation essay individually in the classroom as it was instructed in a writing prompt. The writing prompt demanded students to compose the explanation essay relevant to their context of the field in approximately 300-400 words. The students were given 90 minutes to finish their essay. The second meeting to the fourth meeting was administered to write the first explanation essay through process writing starting from pre-writing, drafting, giving feedback, revising/editing, and publishing. All students also obtained feedback from the lectured performed outside of the classroom. In the experimental group, all the activities done in pairs whereas in control group student wrote the essay individually. Writing the second explanation essay was executed from fifth meeting to ninth meeting. The activities were a repeat of the previous activities with different topics.

The last meeting that was tenth meeting was used to conduct post-test to measure the effect of collaborative writing combined with process writing on students’ writing ability. The students from both in experimental and control groups were given a writing prompt containing some instructions that the
students had to follow. It is worth noting that slightly different prompts were chosen for the pre-test and post-test. The similarity was lied on the type of text that they had to write, the length of words, and time allotment that was provided to complete the test. Meanwhile, the post-test prompt used different topic from the pre-test prompt to avoid them from learning previous topic in pretest. In addition, the new topic in post-test was believed to make the test more challenging, and they would not consider it as routine assignment, so the different result on posttest could be attributed to the effect of collaborative writing.

Furthermore, after the treatment 30 students in the experimental group were given a set of questions to reveal their views on the activity and experience of completing the task. All the questions given to the students were the combination of closed-ended and open-ended questions in which they were provided with the choices of answer, and they needed to elaborate their answer for open-ended questions. They were encouraged to express their views freely by jotting down their answers on a piece of paper. There were 6 questions ranging from asking their preference to work collaboratively and their reason, their views on the activity, the problems they encountered during the process of collaborative writing, and what aspect of writing they discussed most and their reason. The data from the survey were analyzed manually by reading the sheet one by one and writing the answers on the table based on the order of questions and common answers.

The students’ essays were rated by two raters using analytical scoring rubric. The scoring rubric consisted of five components, namely: content, organization, grammar, vocabulary, and mechanics. The content and organization got the highest weight (6) because the knowledge of the topic and the development of the ideas were essential in explanation essay for the sake of academic purposes. grammar and vocabulary were weight 5, and mechanics was weight 3. The reliability of the two raters was .885, and it was considered good reliability according to Koo and Li (2016). The final score used as the score of students’ writing was the average of the two raters’ scores.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Result**

This section is intended to present the results of the study according to the order of research questions. It begins with the result of pre-test to examine the homogeneity of experimental and control group. Then, it proceeds to the presentation of the results of post-test to answer the research problem dealing with the effect of collaborative writing combined with process writing on students’ writing ability. The last part is presenting the result of questionnaire to reveal students’ perception on the task.

From the results of homogeneity test for pre-test score, it was found that the means from the two groups were homogeneous (see Table 1). It can be seen from the test of homogeneity of variance showing that the p value was .102 which was higher than the level of significance .05. As the means from two groups showed the level of homogeneity, further analysis employing t-test was conducted to compare the means. The result showed that the means from the two groups were not statistically different given that the p value was higher than the level of significance (.177>.005). Based on the result of pre-test, it can be concluded that the two groups had homogeneous writing ability so that the treatment assigning the students to write collaboratively combined with process writing could be undertaken.

Referring to the first question, Table 2 summarizes the results of statistical analysis showing that the mean of overall writing ability for experimental group was higher than mean for control group. The mean for experimental group was 77.467 whereas the control group obtained mean of 60.787. It also revealed that the means of students score working collaboratively for each element of writing quality were higher than that of working individually. The means from experimental group for five elements of writing quality were 21.1, 19.6, 13.6, 14.8, and 8.35 for content, organization, grammar, vocabulary, and mechanics respectively. Based on the descriptive analysis, the experimental group appeared to have better writing ability compared to the control group for either overall writing ability and each element of writing. However, it was needed a further analysis whether the effect was significantly different or not.

From the results of the comparison of means between experimental and control groups, it was found that means for overall writing ability and for each element of writing were significantly different as the p values were smaller than the level of significance .05. It could be concluded that students engaging in collaborative writing had better writing ability than students working individually.

As stated earlier that 30 students in experimental groups were requested to answer some questions regarding their perception about the task. Students responses on the question asking their preference for collaborative writing showed that 10 students chose to do the task individually due to time efficiency and conflict between the students. One student wrote “When working alone I don't need to wait for my friend idea in developing my draft and I don't need to consider my friend idea because sometime it is difficult to accept the idea from our partner”. They also stated that working together created conflict since there would be many various ideas and to get one idea for the draft was not easy job to be done. Some students felt that working together was time-consuming because they needed to discuss and had long argument to determine the best idea used in the draft. Some students stated “we have freedom to express our ideas on the draft if we write individually, and we can write right away the idea which come into our mind without waiting for our friends agreement.”

Students who favored for collaborative writing asserted that the activity provided them with considerable benefits for learning English language. The activity enabled them to exchange the ideas as every member generated the idea of the assigned topic. One student wrote: “when working alone, we cannot exchange the idea so that our draft cannot be developed prop-
TABLE 1 | The results of analysis for pretest score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Levene's Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>2.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2 | The results of analysis for post-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Max score</th>
<th>Experimental Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Control Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>77.467</td>
<td>10.3424</td>
<td>60.787</td>
<td>12.6136</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.100</td>
<td>2.8929</td>
<td>17.100</td>
<td>3.8716</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19.600</td>
<td>3.0240</td>
<td>14.300</td>
<td>3.2179</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.583</td>
<td>2.8378</td>
<td>9.917</td>
<td>3.4418</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14.833</td>
<td>1.8492</td>
<td>12.667</td>
<td>2.7016</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanics</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.350</td>
<td>1.4571</td>
<td>6.800</td>
<td>1.6588</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

erly. We can have a lot of ideas coming to our mind because we discuss and find the best idea for our draft”. The activity also offered the students with the experience of how to express the idea and accept the idea as it forced them to discuss everything that needed in completing the draft starting from generating the ideas, drafting, revising and editing. Finally, by working together they could help each other. One student stated that they learned a lot from their partner especially vocabulary and grammar because they could ask questions dealing with vocabulary or grammar problem, and they could solve the problem together. By working together, they could share the knowledge, discuss the material, give feedback, solve the problem together. One student wrote the following paragraph.

“There will be several debates about how to put the ideas into the draft as every member had his/her own strong idea but working together makes us close each other and when we are making mistake or confused about the subject matter, we can ask our partner. When we do the activity alone, we don't have much opportunity to ask questions to our friend because they are busy doing their own task”.

Discussion

With the respect to the last question asking which element of writing they discussed most during collaborative writing. Most of the students revealed that content was the most discussed element followed by vocabulary, grammar, organization and mechanics respectively. They argued that content was the most important element in writing a draft. One student wrote "Content is the most important one because the idea should be in line with the topic. If the idea is wrong our draft is useless although it has good vocabulary and grammar”. Another student stated "it is content because it is the most difficult one to master the knowledge of topic and developed it using supporting ideas. When content is already fix, other elements seem to be easy”. The other added “Because we need to generate interesting ideas to be put on our draft so that it can be developed into good essay”.

The results of statistical analysis from the texts written by the students in the post test after the treatments revealed that the collaborative writing task assigning them to write an explanation essay had a positive effect on students’ writing ability. It can be elaborated that the students who were exposed to a writing activity which involved more than one student working together to compose a jointly written essay proved to have a better ability in writing the essay than those who were assigned the writing activity done individually. Thus, the result of the study supported the preceding theories and studies which asserted that working together in composing a draft was believed to be beneficial for students in the process of learning the second or foreign language Dobao (2012); Mirzaei and Eslami (2015); Nassaji and Tian (2010); Shehadeh (2011); Storch (2005).

Collaborative writing not only had the positive effect on the overall writing ability, but also on each element of writing skill. With respect to content of the essay, the mean score from work-
ing in pairs was significantly different from the mean of working individually meaning that working in pairs affected the content of essay better than working individually. The students in pairs were able to state general statement which explained the process relating to the scientific phenomenon. They also had a better ability to develop the general statement into relevant explanations using connective words. This ability was gained by having greater opportunity pairs had to engage in the task or interact with the other member since working in pairs forced each member to contribute to complete the task. This finding supports the finding of the previous study conducted by Shehadeh (2011) and Neumann and McDonough (2015) which claimed that collaborative writing offered opportunity for students to discuss and elicit students’ talk about the content which influenced the ability of students writing.

Regarding to the organization of essay, the students were required to organize the ideas into a good order of explanation essay. The students in pairs had better ability in this area in which the essays were skillfully organized to contain an introductory paragraph that identified the scientific phenomenon; body paragraph consisted of sequenced statements to explain how the scientific phenomenon happened and each sequenced statement was clearly elaborated with detailed and accurate illustrations; the concluding paragraph tied up the explanations in an interesting and creative way.

In term of grammar, working in pairs enabled the students to have better ability to use English structure effectively. Their drafts showed that simple present tense was used accurately to express the facts or theories which are categorized into general truths. Also, they concerned greatly with the use of subject-verb agreement as the result of simple present tense usage. It is worth noticing that the students’ awareness regarding the aspect of grammar was gained through working in pairs. The students working in pairs were forced to fully participate and help each other in solving language related problems. They learned together how to arrange the words to express the ideas into good sentences using correct structure. This activity could help the students reaching higher level of understanding the form, function, and meaning of grammar rules that might not be obtained if they worked individually. The result on this area in this study is in line with the result of study investigated by Wigginsworth and Storch (2009) which reported that the accuracy of written text produced by students was affected by working collaboratively.

Referring to the aspect of vocabulary, working in pairs seemed to affect the effective use of technical words on the students’ essay. The students were able to develop their ideas using effective and accurate words and most of their essays showed few misuses of vocabulary. The following is the example of vocabulary usage from the student’ draft in pair work.

“First, you have to remember the formula of volume of cone. The formula is \( \frac{1}{3} \pi r^2 h \) where \( r \) is the radius of base of cone and \( h \) is the height of cone. The shape of base of cone is circle and you have to use the area of circle to help you calculate the volume cone. The formula of area of circle is \( \pi r^2 \). p is phi that has value of 22/7 or 3.14.

Based on the result of questionnaire given after the treatment, it was found that the most of the students felt that collaborative writing offered positive outcomes compared to working individually. They stated that working collaboratively during the completion of writing draft enabled them to share the ideas of the topic assigned. Sometimes, while working alone hindered them from expressing the ideas and made them think aloud to find the appropriate ideas. In addition, the activity facilitated them to develop the ideas well because there were available knowledge resources found in pairs that could be used to elaborate the ideas so that the draft they developed consisted of more detail information.

The second benefit of collaborative writing unveiled by the students is that they could divide the job of writing essay between the member or on the other words they could share the strength and weakness with others. For example, the strong one who had better knowledge of English could help the weak one to improve their skill while the weak one got valuable knowledge input. The last benefit the students got from the task is that they had a chance to give feedback each other to make a better quality of draft since they produced the jointly written draft so every member of the pair had the same responsibility for completing the assigned task. The same result was also found in the previous study investigating students’ perception on collaborative writing Shehadeh (2011); Storch (2005) which revealed that the majority of students engaging in collaborative writing enjoyed the experience offered by a collaborative task and received many valuable benefit from it. As the conclusion, collaborative writing not only encouraged the students to share the knowledge they had to other members but also it gave them remarkable input they needed in improving the writing skill.

Aside from the benefits obtained by working together, collaborative writing also created some potential problems which could be detrimental to the positive features of collaborative writing. According to students’ response, one of the problems arising during the completion of the task was a conflict between students as they had different ideas and often negotiated the best idea which should be put in the draft. Conflicts between or among the members are natural phenomena in collaborative learning and could be either positive or negative effect to the effectiveness of collaborative learning Fung (2010).

Conflict could be categorized into three types, namely cognitive, motivational and socio-emotional conflict Näykki et al. (2014). The most conflict faced by pairs dealt with the cognitive problem given that they found difficulty in understanding the other members’ thinking or negotiating multiple perspectives. Some students stated that their partner defended the ideas and enforced the other to accept the idea to be used in the draft. Other revealed that the conflict made them stand in solidarity...
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between the member as they solved the problem together. The other problem that should be handled properly was humors. Humor could be a challenge for the collaborative learning as they often regarded as off task which influence the efficiency of completion the task. However, Humor actually could maintain the relationship of the member Fung (2010) and to handle negative emotion such as anxiety, frustration, boredom Lamminpää and Vesterinen (2018).

CONCLUSION

This present study attempted to investigate the effect of collaborative writing by comparing the writing ability completed after working in pairs and individuals through some steps in process writing starting from prewriting, drafting, revising/editing, and publishing. The results could add to the further supportive evidence that yielded the fundamental role of collaborative writing combined with process genre approach. More precisely, this study found that the combination of collaborative learning and process writing approach allowed students to share and discuss the knowledge needed in completing the task together.

Further, the activity eventually improved the students’ writing ability which could be seen from the result of means for the posttest in which students working in collaborative writing had better mean significantly than those working individually. Thus, it is suggested that the task could be applied in teaching writing as pedagogical tool to improve students’ writing ability and create conducive social atmosphere of learning English. In addition, some challenges might be found during the implementation of the task, and they could influence the effectiveness of the collaborative and teachers needed to handle those challenges by explaining the benefit provided by collaborative and rules that should be obeyed during collaborative writing.
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